
Siss� Prid�
You know that your thin, little, feminine body is sexy. You can remember that you love the feeling
of wearing fashionable women’s clothing and craving how alluring and beautiful and seductive it
makes you feel. But do you show off your sissy nature each and every day no matter who is
watching?

In this subliminal, learn to love wearing tight clothing that shows off your sexy femme body.
Crave play time with your small, limp clitty, and find confidence in your natural submissive
nature. Learn to crave the attention from sexy, dominant strangers and feel on top of the world
whenever you are complimented on your femme beauty. Start fantasizing about all of the
sensual hunky hookups and sexy suckable cocks each and every time you slip into a pair of
panties with pride.

You are loud, proud, and not so well-endowed. Start Pride month off right with a little “Sissy
Pride!”

✧ Intuitively knowing that I am the happiest and most confident whenever I am presenting
myself as the feminine person that I prefer to be every day.

✧ Preferring to be submissive and sensual in order to please and accommodate and
endear myself to the dominant people around me.

✧ Feeling confident and happy and loved whenever I am out in public while presenting
myself femininely.

✧ Preferring to wear women’s underwear each and every day.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I am alluring and sexy and beautiful whenever I am wearing

fashionable women’s clothing.
✧ Intuitively knowing that wearing tight clothes will make sexy men desire to fuck me.
✧ Thinking about sucking a big cock whenever I apply my favorite lipgloss.
✧ Looking into the mirror and seeing a gorgeous, confident, feminine woman staring back

at me.
✧ Feeling confident and sexy and proud of my seductive and alluring and feminine sissy

body.
✧ Craving attention from sexy strangers and feeling blissful and joyful and confident

whenever I am complimented on my femme boy beauty.
✧ Fantasizing about sensual hunky hookups and sexy suckable cocks each and every time

that I slip into a pair of feminine and girly and pretty women’s panties with pride.
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✧ Preferring to listen to only feminine pop music as I dance to the addictive and captivating
beat.

✧ Remembering to practice feminizing my voice each and every day in order to achieve
the high pitched and melodic and girly voice that I have always craved to have.

✧ Preferring to wear only women's clothing each and every day in order to feel satisfied
and accomplished and fulfilled in my life.

✧ Remembering to shave my entire body whenever I am in the shower in order to have
smooth and soft and feminine skin like the beautiful women that I love to idolize.

✧ Preferring to wear make-up each and every day in order to feel complete and beautiful
and alluring to the people around me.

✧ Loving myself whenever I am being open and honest about my sexuality.
✧ Loving my small and lean and feminine body.
✧ Feeling turned on and aroused and happy whenever somebody calls me a sissy or a slut

or fuck toy.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I am a confident and sexy woman who loves to show off my

beautiful and feminine body to anyone that desires to see it.
✧ Preferring to wear tight dresses and skirts that show off my feminine curves and feeling

confident and sexy and natural whenever I am presenting myself as the sissy that I know
I have always been.

✧ Craving positive attention from sexy strangers and fantasizing about sensual hookups
and sexy encounters with them.

✧ Feeling proud and accomplished and fulfilled whenever I flaunt my sexy and beautiful
and feminine looks.

✧ Looking in the mirror and seeing a beautiful and confident and sexy woman staring back
at me.

✧ Feeling confident and beautiful and accomplished whenever I practice walking in my
heels.

✧ Loving myself whenever I look in the mirror and seeing a gorgeous and feminine woman
staring back at me.

✧ Craving the attention of sexy strangers.
✧ Fantasizing about sensual hunky hookups.
✧ Being happy with my feminine self and everything that I do to feminize myself even more

each and every day.
✧ Saying yes to every pleasurable opportunity to fuck a seductive and hunky man that I

encounter.
✧ Instantly becoming stiff and aroused and horny whenever I see a hot guy.
✧ Loving the feeling of a thick and big and masculine cock inside of me.
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✧ Begging for more and more attention from hunky men.
✧ Proudly wearing sexy and seductive and feminine women’s underwear and lingerie and

panties each and every day.
✧ Seductively swaying my feminine hips whenever I walk in my heels for anyone and

everyone to see my beautiful and lean and feminine body.
✧ Feeling flattered and happy and satisfied whenever I am complimented on my feminine

beauty.
✧ Constantly fantasizing about sensual hunky hookups and sexy suckable cocks.
✧ Being unashamed of my kinky desires and finding new, pleasurable ways to express my

sexuality.
✧ Feeling positive and confident in my natural ability to please my sexy partners.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I am always open to new sexual experiences with sexy and

hunky lovers.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I am proud of my sexy and feminine body and always looking for

new ways in which to show it off.
✧ Feeling confident and assured and proud in my own personal femininity and sexuality.
✧ Remembering that I am the hottest sissy around and that I love to carry myself with

confidence and pride in everything that I do.
✧ Dedicating time each and every day to think about how I can make my body look more

fuckable for the sexy men that I desire to attract.
✧ Looking in the mirror and seeing a confident, beautiful woman who loves her body and is

proud of her femininity.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I am a confident and beautiful woman who loves her body and is

proud of her femininity.
✧ Feeling comfortable and confident and natural in my own skin.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I love my fuckable feminine body and the attention that I receive

from others for it.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I am proud of my femininity and that I always remember to show

it off with confidence and pleasure and satisfaction.
✧ Preferring to attract hunky and masculine men who appreciate my beauty and allure and

femininity.
✧ Happily and easily following all of the commands that I receive in a hypnotic state.
✧ Loving the attention that I receive from seductive and sexy strangers whenever I am in

public and presenting myself as the sissy that I know I love to be.
✧ Pridefully strutting my stuff in public and feeling confident in my own femininity.
✧ Seductively dancing for my partner whenever I am given the opportunity.
✧ Showing off my sexy body to anyone and everyone who desires to see it.
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✧ Remembering to be the best possible version of myself each and every day.
✧ Feeling excited to go to the gym so that I can better show off my body to the hunky men

that I know are secretly checking me out.
✧ Wearing the sexiest and most feminine clothing that I can find.
✧ Allowing myself to feel sexy and desirable no matter who is near me.
✧ Fantasizing about my sexy nightwear and what my partner will do to me when they see

me in it.
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